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In-hand Work

To observe the horse’s movement & response to the aids from
the ground
To develop handler’s body language and application of the aids
from the ground
To improve the horse’s posture, proprioception, balance and
skills
To build rapport and relationship between handler & horse
To practice a range of simple exercises which can be used in
between ridden sessions

Exercise 1 & 2 - Aims & Objectives

Introduction

Groundwork is loosely based around the principles of Equitation
Science
Reward is the release/yield of the aid
Reward the smallest correct attempt made by the horse
Calm, quiet, consistent & confident
Take your time
Check and adjust your body position & body language as
appropriate
Precision & accuracy
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Rein Back

Set out two parallel poles and aim to reverse the horse between
them
The horse should move smoothly with diagonal pairs of legs
moving at the same time
The horse should tilt their hindquarters under himself, taking a
little more weight onto his hocks
The horse should lower the poll and lift through the back, and
engage their abdominal & core muscles

Rein Back L-Shape

More difficult exercise!
Combines the benefits of the rein back with some lateral bend,
and awareness of their body
Can be performed with the handler on either side of the
horseAiming for smooth movement of diagonal pairs

Stand over Pole

Really useful to check whether the handler has control of the
horse’s feet
Precursor to Side Pass 
Could use a raised pole to challenge the horse
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Side Pass

Western Riding technique
Aim to move both shoulders and hindquarters smoothly and at
the same time
The horse’s legs should cross in front of each other
Engages abdominal / core muscles
Engages the muscles which adduct & abduct the limbs

Turn on the Forehand

Suppling exercise to loosen the lumbar region of the horse’s spine
& encourages rotation of the hindquarters
Hindlimbs should cross in front of each other
Forelimbs should also march as part of the walk pace, on or
around a small circle
Neck should be flexed a little away from the direction of
movement of the hindquarters
On achievement of 180 degree turn, immediately progress in walk
to make use of engaged inside hind limb
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Weave over poles

Line up poles on the ground end-to-end
Lead the horse over the poles from one side to another
Introduce the horse to the exercise by allowing greater curve away
from the poles
Work towards keeping the horse as close to the poles as possible
Aim for the horse to step laterally (sideways) over the poles with
both fore limbs and hind limbs
Take your time!
Aim to maintain an even walk rhythm & regularity of the pace
Progress to weaving over a longer line of poles
Look for the horse to really concentrate on where their feet are
going, and to be engaging their abdominal / core muscles, with a
long neck, low poll and nose in front of the vertical


